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Resumen: 

 

Internet-based communications have profoundly affected day to day life on Earth, and nothing seems              

to impede the exploitation of its advantages in near Earth constellations, deep-space missions, and              

beyond. However, delay and disruption are the rule in space networking. Thus, the underlying protocols               

for the future space Internet rely on the Delay and Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) paradigm,               

where instantaneous feedback can no longer be assumed. In this talk we argue that by being                

delay-tolerant, the DTN architecture exhibits an intrinsic fault-tolerant feature. However, fault events            

need to be properly modeled in the end-to-end DTN routing approach. After revising relevant missions               

in the domain, we discuss how recent research has treated transient faults as another case of                

disruptions in DTN. Nonetheless, while disruptions provoked by orbital mechanics are deterministic,            

transient faults exhibit a probabilistic behavior, and thus, require a different modeling approach at the               

routing level. Appropriate modeling based on Markov Decision Processes is presented in the context of               

DTN routing decisions, to finally highlight open research issues in the domain 
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